CHAPIN MESA
Mesa Verde National Park, Colorado.

Section Showing Location of Mesa-Top Ruins Excavated in 1950
Also Other Excavated and Named Sites

MESA-TOP RUINS EXCAVATED 1950
A - LATE BASKETMAKER III PITHOUSES
B - SITE 16
C - SUN POINT PUEBLO

OTHER EXCAVATED MESA-TOP RUINS
A - BASKETMAKER III PITHOUSES
B - TWIN TREES SITE: SLAB HOUSE VILLAGE & EARLY UNIT PUEBLO
C - GILA PUEBLO SITE NO.1: SLAB HOUSE VILLAGE & UNIT PUEBLO
D - PEWKEES UNIT PUEBLO
E - SUN TEMPLE
F - CEDAR TREE TOWER

NAMED CLIFF DWELLINGS
1 - SPRUCE TREE HOUSE
2 - LITTLE LONG HOUSE
3 - SQUARE TOWER HOUSE
4 - HOUSE OF MANY WINDOWS
5 - FIRE TEMPLE
6 - NEW FIRE HOUSE
7 - OAK TREE HOUSE
8 - MUMMY HOUSE
9 - CLIFF PALACE
10 - SUNSET HOUSE
11 - SWALLOWS NEST
12 - BALCONY HOUSE
13 - PAINTED KIVA HOUSE
14 - THOMAS HOUSE

- UNNAMED CLIFF DWELLINGS
- ROADS

CONTour INTERVAL - 25 FEET
0 1/4 1/2 3/4 1 ONE MILE